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Povzetek 

Veliko vedenjskih vzorcev živali in ljudi bi lahko formulirali kot problem agenta, ki se 

odloča med različnimi možnostmi z različnimi izidi. Ker živimo v zelo kompleksnem okolju, 

so ti izidi po navadi prežeti z negotovostjo. Zato ni presenetljivo, da se mnogokrat odločamo 

za možnosti, ki prevedejo do slabih posledic. Ta problem odločanja je poudarjen pri ljudeh z 

različnimi psihiatričnimi boleznimi, kar vodi do daljšega okrevanja, slabše kvalitete življenja 

in celo smrti. Psihotropna zdravila igrajo veliko vlogo pri zdravljenju duševnih boleznih, 

čeprav zelo slabo razumemo kako delujejo. Boljše poznavanje nevralnih mehanizmov za 

procesi odločanja lahko privede do bolj usmerjenih farmakoloških terapij. 

Veliko terapevtskih prijemov temelji na procesih, ki povečujejo ali zmanjšujejo delovanje 

dopamina in serotonina v možganih. Srednje možganska območja, ki distribuirajo dopamin in 

serotonin po celih možganih, skozi tesne povezave s podkortikalnimi in kortikalnimi 

možganskimi strukturami tvorijo nevronska vezja, ki so vpletena v širok spekter vedenjskih 

vzorcev in počutij. Dorzolateralni prefrontalni korteks in anteriorni cingulum sodelujeta v 

mehanizmu kognitivnega nadzora vedenja in sta zato ključna pri odločanju v negotovih 

razmerah. Medialni prefrontalni korteks pri podganah velja za funkcijski in anatomski 

homolog teh območij. 

V raziskavi smo združili že obstoječe podatke, pridobljene skozi snemanje aktivnosti 

medialnega prefrontalnega korteksa pri podganah, z vedenjskim modelom, da bi bolje 

razumeli, kakšna je vloga medialnega prefrontalnega korteksa pri odločanju v spremenljivih 

razmerah. Snemanje nevralne aktivnosti je potekalo med tem, ko so se podgane odločale med 

gotovo malo nagrado in negotovo večjo nagrado. Uporabili smo algoritem vzpodbujevalnega 

učenja in modelirali verjetnost, da bo podgana izbrala eno ali drugo možnost. Poleg tega smo 

uporabili podatke pridobljene z optogenetično stimulacijo, da smo lahko definirali nevrone, 

ki iz medialnega prefrontalnega korteksa projecirajo v jedro rafe in v ventralno tegmentalno 

območje. 

Našli smo celice, ki korelirajo svojo aktivnost z izbiro, z izidom izbire in z modelirano 

verjetnostjo. Večina nevronov, ki so projecirali iz medialnega prefrontalnega korteksa v 

srednje možganska jedra, so korelirali svojo aktivnost z vedenjskimi spremenljivkami, še 

posebej z spremenljivko verjetnosti. 

Naši rezultati kažejo na to, da igra medialni prefrontalni korteks pomembno vlogo pri 

ohranjanju vedenjskih strategij pri poskusnih živalih, ki privedejo do največjega dobička na 

dolgi rok. Podatki kažejo na to, da je ta mehanizem, vsaj deloma, implementiran v 

projekcijah iz frontalnih delov v dopaminergična in serotoninergična srednje možganska 

jedra. 

 

Ključne besede: nevroekonomija, model vzpodbujevalnega učenja, optogenetika, kognitivni 

nadzor, dopamin, serotonin 

 

 



  



Summary 

Many behavioural patterns of humans and nonhuman animals could be framed as a problem 

of an agent deciding between various alternatives that have different outcomes. Since we live 

in a very complex environment these outcomes are usually soaked in uncertainty and 

ambiguity. It is therefore not surprising that many of us often make decisions that have bad 

consequences. Various psychiatric illnesses exacerbate this decision making problem, which 

leads to longer recovery times, poorer life quality and even death. Psychotropic drugs play a 

big role in mental disease treatment, but our understanding of why they work remains very 

superficial. Uncovering precise neural mechanisms underlying decision making processes has 

the potential to open up new venues for more targeted pharmacological treatments. 

Most antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs are based on processes that either stimulate or 

inhibit the flow of dopamine and serotonin. Midbrain areas that supply the brain with 

dopamine and serotonin are inter-connected to the subcortical and cortical areas of the brain, 

forming neural circuits that are involved in a wide range of behavioural patterns and moods. 

The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate cortex contribute to the 

mechanism of top-down control of behaviour and are crucial in uncertainty based decision 

tasks. The medial prefrontal cortex in rats has been proposed as their functional and 

anatomical homologue. 

We have combined neural data, that was previously recorded from the medial prefrontal 

cortex in rats, with a behavioural model, to better understand what is the role of the medial 

prefrontal cortex in dynamic decision making. The data was recorded while the rats were 

deciding between a smaller immediate reward and a larger probabilistic reward. We used a 

reinforcement learning algorithm to model the probability of the rat choosing one option or 

the other. Additionally, we used data acquired from optogenetic stimulations to define 

neurons that project from the medial prefrontal cortex to the dorsal raphe nucleus and the 

ventral tegmental area. 

We found cells that correlate their firing rates with choice, outcome of choice and with the 

modelled probability of choosing one or the other arm. The majority of the projections cells 

were task responsive, with most of them correlating their firing rates with the probability 

variable. 

Our results indicate that the medial prefrontal cortex in rats contributes to maintaining 

behavioural strategies that maximize long-term outcomes and suggest that this could be 

achieved at least partly via the frontal projections to the serotonergic and dopaminergic 

midbrain areas.  

 

Keywords: neuroeconomics, reinforcement learning model, optogenetics, cognitive control, 

dopamine, serotonin 
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Introduction 

Humans live in an immensely complex world and need to be able to survive through their 

days not hungry and, preferably, content. If we were to monitor this manoeuvring of a person 

in an ever-changing environment and make random snapshots, we would often find this 

person on a path that forks into several other paths that lead to different outcomes. We might 

therefore frame the problem of manoeuvring as a decision making problem, defined as a 

problem of an agent, be it an individual or a group, in an environment deciding between 

alternative options that lead to different consequences. Although there are many cases of 

snapshots where framing them into a decision-making problem would be a very difficult task, 

there are many cases where such a behavioural model seems to describe that person’s 

behaviour well enough for the description to be useful. Using the decision-making paradigm, 

we can model problems on an individual level such as smoking a cigarette despite the 

damaging long-term effect, or on a group level, such as a country leaving a political-

economic union of states despite all the risks involved. Decision making is therefore a useful 

framework for various scientific disciplines ranging from political science, philosophy, 

psychology and economics to computer science, mathematics and neuroscience and theories 

and models from these fields have the potential to complement each other. 

Despite the theoretical and methodological tools available, describing a real person deciding 

to smoke a cigarette or not is an incredibly complex problem influenced not only by the 

person’s biological and psychological background, but by the environment and social context 

as well. Each of us makes hundreds of such decisions on a daily basis that could potentially 

lead to poor long-term health, low socio-economic status, disease, death or in the best worst-

case scenario an angry spouse. Navigating through hundreds of these decisions every day, 

with the hope of a long and fulfilling life is at least challenging. It is therefore not surprising 

that many of us have problems with certain aspects of our day-to-day coping through life. 

These problems further increase in people with various psychiatric disorders (Lee, 2013). 

People with depression have deficits in reward processing. People diagnosed with 

schizophrenia have troubles with flexible control of behaviour and processing of context. 

People with substance abuse tend to be risk prone and impulsive. Poor decisions in people 

with severe mental illnesses lead to worsening of symptoms, relapse and hospitalisation, poor 

dietary habits, weak social bonds and even suicide or homicide (Cáceda, 2014). Research in 

neuroscience and psychology has taught us that decision making in the brain is managed 

through the precise coordination of various neural systems (Lee et al., 2012). It often happens 

that flawed decision making in mental illnesses is a product of deficits in those neural 

mechanisms. However, the diagnosis and consequently the treatment of psychiatric 

conditions is still largely based on clustering of symptoms (Sharp et al., 2012). This might be 

due to the relative success of psychotropic drug treatments that work surprisingly well, 

considering that we do not know why most of them work. There seems to be a huge 

explanatory gap between the molecular and the phenomenological level. Our understanding 

(and treatment) of mental phenomena is mostly based on linking activation of specific 

receptors with complex behaviour, ignoring layers of mechanisms in between. By providing a 

better understanding of the neural mechanisms behind various cognitive processes, a 

conceptual framework could emerge, that would allow for more targeted therapeutical 

approaches (Montague et al. , 2012).  



Economic theories of decision making 

For studying decision making processes in the brain it helps to start with a theoretical 

framework of the decision process. Drawing from economics and psychology we can see two 

types of decision making models – normative and descriptive. Following the neoclassical 

revolution in economics normative models that are built on simple assumptions and axioms 

replaced the classical economic model that was based on psychological insights (Glimcher et 

al., 2009). At the core of these models lies the expected utility theory (von Neumann & 

Morgenstern, 1944), that expands on a concept of expected value. The expected value theory 

originated in the mid-seventeenth century postulates, that the decision process can be 

modelled as a maximisation process of the sum of all the values following a decision 

weighted by the probabilities of these values. The concept of utility accommodates for the 

finding, that a value difference of 10 € is not the same whether it means a change from 20 € 

to 30 €, or from 2000 € to 3000 €. Utility is defined as a strength of a preference for a 

particular option in relation to other options. It is in this sense ordinal – it expresses only the 

fact that a decision maker prefers oranges to apples and does not assume a general number for 

each of the goods. Nevertheless, in a well-formed decision problem, utilities that satisfy a 

certain set of criteria can be expressed as real numbers. When the outcomes of actions are 

uncertain, the probability of obtaining a particular outcome is multiplied as a weight of that 

outcome and the utility of a certain action is defined as the average of weighted outcomes of 

that action, similarly to expected value. The process of decision making is seen as 

maximising the total sum of future utilities. 

Although the expected utility theory and other normative theories play a crucial role in the 

development of concepts important for predicting consequences of policy changes, and are 

crucial for addressing important basic economic questions, there are many examples where 

these theories fail to account for an individual’s choice. For example, according to expected 

utility theory, receiving a certain amount of money for sure is equivalent to receiving double 

or nothing with equal probabilities. This is called risk-neutral decision making. Empirical 

studies have shown, that people tend to favour the certain option when dealing with gains – 

are risk aversive, and favour the risky option when regarding losses – are risk seeking. This is 

just one out of many biases that point out that people are not rational decision makers as 

assumed by the expected utility theory. Kahneman and Tversky (1979) argued that 

economical models could improve by modelling limits of rational calculation, willpower and 

self-interest. They developed the prospect theory where the desirability of a decision outcome 

is always measured in relation to a reference point. The theory acknowledges that an 

individual does not behave completely rational and accounts for the divergence of the risk 

neutral behaviour by defining the value functions as concave for gains (risk aversive) and 

convex for losses (risk seeking).  

Besides risk, another important aspect in decision making is time. It turns out, we do not 

assign the same value to rewards obtained immediately or in the future. For example, most of 

us would prefer to receive 100 € now than 110 € in a year, which means that the future 

reward has been discounted to be less than the immediate one. The same psychological 

mechanisms have been studied in Stanford’s marshmallow experiments in the 1960’s and 

1970’s where they gave children one piece of candy and promised them they will receive 

another one if they wait and not eat the first one. This has been called delayed gratification in 

psychology and temporal discounting in economy. Formally, a discount function is defined as 

a ratio between utility of a reward at a certain time compared to the same utility without any 

delay. A steeper discounting function would imply a more impatient, or impulsive decision 



maker. There are many mathematical descriptions that try to approximate the discounting 

curve, but the discounting model has some limitations. Namely, there are examples where 

people prefer the same reward later rather than sooner, such as a person saving his best piece 

of pizza for the end, or a person preferring a painful event sooner rather than later (Lee, 

2013). 

Reinforcement learning 

Although the expected utility theory and the prospect theory framework have proven to be 

indispensable tools in neurobiological research of decision making, they fall short when it 

comes to explaining how an individual behaves in a dynamic and ambiguous environment. 

Theories based on expected utility assume that the subject is fully aware of the contingencies 

of outcomes from the beginning. In real life this is rarely the case – we usually face 

ambiguous decision problems, where the probability of a favourable outcome is not known to 

us and we need to learn about these probabilities empirically. The likelihood to choose one 

option or the other depends on whether the previous outcome was reinforcing or punishing. 

Reinforcement learning model (Sutton & Barto, 1998) is a theoretical framework that models 

the learning of individual’s subjective estimates of future decision outcomes. These estimates 

are called action values and differ from utilities in that they are continuously adapted 

according to experience and that they are expressed probabilistically. There are several ways 

how the action values are being updated. One of the most straightforward forms is the 

Rescola-Wagner model, where action values are updated in each step according to the 

difference between the actual and the expected outcome of an action, what is termed as the 

reward prediction error (RPE). The rate at which the values adapt is called the learning rate 

and represents the strength of the RPE’s influence on future choice. The learning parameter 

can therefore accommodate for the stability of an environment – larger learning rate implies 

that the previous choice is important, while smaller learning rate allows the decision maker to 

give more importance to previous actions on a larger time scale. The reinforcement learning 

model can therefore model behaviour of a decision maker with a steeper discounting curve, 

where a decision maker sticks to more impulsive strategies, as well as a more long-term 

beneficial strategy, where the discounting curve would appear flatter. 

Decision making, reward and the brain 

Utilities, action values, values of chosen actions and RPEs are central concepts in economic 

and reinforcement learning theories, and capture all the relevant aspects of a decision making 

process: evaluation, action selection and feedback integration. Brain areas involved in 

decision making should therefore harbour signals related to those concepts. 

Dopamine and the reward prediction error 

Reward prediction error is the difference between the choice value and the actual outcome. It 

is a well-accepted finding that the RPE signals are carried by the dopaminergic midbrain 

neurons (Schultz, 1998). Dopaminergic cells are located in the midbrain areas in the ventral 

tegmental area (VTA) and in substantia nigra pars compacta (SN). The projecting neurons 



communicate with the limbic and frontal areas along three pathways. The nigrostriatal 

pathway consists of neurons projecting from the SN to the dorsal striatum. Neurons with cell 

bodies in the VTA project to the nucleus accumbens along the mesolimbic pathway and to 

the prefrontal cortex along the mesocortical pathway. 

The idea that dopamine (DA) is related to reward processing at all came in the middle of 

1980 from the observation, that the DA receptor blocking antipsychotic drugs, used to treat 

schizophrenia, often caused anhedonia in the treated patients. Anhedonia describes the 

phenomenon where patients experience of pleasure is reduced. Similarly, research in rodents 

showed that self-stimulating VTA cells or self-administering cocaine or amphetamine (which 

indirectly increase levels of DA) are reinforcing that specific behaviour (Bear, 2007). This 

lead to the hypothesis that DA is equivalent to the brain’s “pleasure signal”. The idea was 

challenged by various in vivo single cell recording studies. Schultz et al. (1993) recorded 

from midbrain neurons of monkeys during Pavlovian conditioning. The monkeys heard a 

stimulus and then received a reward. Although cells would at first fire at the presentation of 

reward, the firing would diminish with time. As the stimulus would be associated with 

reward, cells would fire at the presentation of the conditioned stimulus but not at the 

presentation of reward itself. Other studies showed that dopaminergic neurons would fire 

only when reward was not expected and the signal would diminish when the animals learned 

when to expect it (Schultz, 1998). The revised DA hypothesis emerged from the suggestion, 

that the pattern of dopaminergic cells implements the RPE (Montague, Dayan, & and 

Sejnowski, 1996 ). What is now known as the reward prediction error theory of DA is 

supported by the finding that the majority of midbrain dopaminergic cells show phasic firing 

patterns related to temporally unpredicted food and liquid rewards and that these responses 

increase linearly with the magnitude of reward (Schultz, 1998). Additionally, more than one 

third of DA neurons show a relatively slow activation, that varies monotonically with risk 

(Schultz, 2015). This suggests that DA is crucial not only for signalling prediction errors but 

also for the availability and desirability of rewards and therefore plays an important role in 

voluntary motivation and “seeking” behaviour (Boreau and Dayan, 2011).  

This begs the question, what happens with aversive stimuli? What happens, when the RPE is 

negative, when the reward is smaller than expected? It turns out, that negative prediction 

errors are also linked with DA activity. When a stimulus is worse than expected, or 

punishing, dopaminergic cells respond with a tonic inhibition (Schultz, 2015). This long-term 

depression in the signal varies with the mean of reward, irrespective of how probable or 

improbable the reward is. This would imply that dopaminergic system implements fully the 

RPE term in the reinforcement learning framework, but it is questionable whether the slower 

inhibitory response can really account for fast habitual learning of aversive experiences.  

Serotonin’s role in reward processing  

Daw et al. (2002) suggested that the opposing role is played by serotonin (5-HT). Their 

research showed phasic activity of 5-HT related to prediction error for punishment and tonic 

activity related to mean reward. Additionally, lower levels of 5-HT have often been linked to 

impulsivity (de Visser et al., 2011), which implies that 5-HT plays a strong role in inhibition 

of behaviour. This puts 5-HT on the opposite side of DA in two dimensions: valence (reward 

vs. punishment) and action (initiation vs. inhibition). Although the opponency hypothesis is 

attractive, the interaction between DA and 5-HT is much more complex.  

The serotonergic system is comprised of mainly neurons in the dorsal and median raphe 

nuclei that project to the subcortical and cortical brain regions, as well as to the mesolimbic 



DA system. 5-HT has more than 14 different receptor subtypes allowing for a wide range of 

effects. Besides the already mentioned impulsivity and reward processing, it plays a role in 

aggression, psychomotor inhibition, hallucinations, eating disorders, attention and mood 

(Daw et al., 2002). Its involvement in many of those processes is hard to grasp. One example 

of this is the fact that drugs, that inhibit 5-HT reuptake, take weeks to have an effect on 

mood, despite the immediate boost in levels of 5-HT. It is therefore not surprising, that 5-

HT’s role in reward processing has many facets as well. A single-unit recording study 

compared the firing patterns of the neurons in DRN and SN and found out that the neurons in 

SN fire indeed linearly with the RPE, while the DRN neurons’ firing rate related to expected 

as well as received reward (Nakamura et al., 2008). A neuroimaging study in humans showed 

a response in serotonergic transmission related to rewarding visual stimuli. As expected, 

reward processing is not the only contribution of 5-HT to decision making as studies have 

shown, that it plays a crucial role in regulating the learning rate as conceptualized in the 

reinforcement learning paradigm. Rats with reduced 5-HT levels favoured a small immediate 

reward over a larger one they would have to wait for. Additionally, increased 5-HT levels 

were linked to increase in choices for larger but more delayed rewards (Kranz et al., 2010). 

The precise mechanisms of serotonergic role in impulsivity are still poorly understood but its 

function relies heavily on its modulation of the dopaminergic system (Boureau and Dayan, 

2011). Lesioning the MRN and DRN increases the usage of DA in the nucleus accumbens. 

Generally, 5-HT(2C) receptors tend to tonically inhibit DA release. On the other hand, other 

receptor types, such as the 5-HT(2A) and the 5-HT(1A), stimulate DA release in the nucleus 

accumbens. The opposite control of the two receptor types is reflected behaviourally as well. 

5-HT(2A) receptors are linked to increased impulsivity and activity at the 5-HT(2C) receptors 

decreases impulsivity, as is generally the effect of serotonergic activation (Boureau and 

Dayan, 2011). 

The evidence of control of DA neurons over serotonergic neuron is practically non-existent, 

which would point towards an asymmetrical collaboration of the two systems with the 5-HT 

exerting control of the DA. 

Neural representations of choice variables  

The dopaminergic and serotonergic midbrain neurons both project to the striatum and 

prefrontal cortex. Signals for RPE have consequently been found in the striatum, orbitofronal 

cortex (OFC), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and lateral habenula (Lee et al., 2012). This 

implies that the implementation of RPEs is distributed across various elements of a bigger 

neural network. Similarly, signals related to action values and chosen values have been found 

almost redundantly across a wide range of cortical and subcortical areas. When different 

choices are linked to different physical actions the brain areas involved include the posterior 

parietal cortex (Platt and Glimcher, 1999), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), medial 

prefrontal cortex (mPFC), striatum and premotor cortex (Barraclough et al., 2004, Kim et al., 

2008, Sul et al., 2010, Lee et al., 2012). Neurons in the OFC on the other hand do not 

differentiate between spatial locations of reward but are rather involved in representing 

specific goods. Padoa-Schioppa and Assad (2006) used monkeys performing a head-fixed 

decision task to show neurons in the OFC encoded the type of reward (flavour of juice) 

regardless of the direction of the eye movement necessary to obtain the reward. The signals 

were found not only at the presentation of the options but after the decision was made as well. 

This implies that the OFC is involved in processing chosen values, which is a crucial factor in 

re-evaluating and updating action values of alternative options. Similar post-choice signals 

have also been found in the DLPFC (Kim & Lee, 2011) but with a slight delay, suggesting 



that the OFC transmits the choice value to the DLPFC, where it is integrated into 

representations of alternative goals (Wallis & Rich, 2011). One line of research suggests that 

the main site for storing and updating action values lies at the synapses of the striatum – OFC 

network that receives RPEs through dopaminergic neurons, which are dynamically modified 

by the serotonergic projections to the striatum (Lee et al., 2012, Boureau and Dayan, 2011). 

The RPEs found in the ACC might have more to do with monitoring of behaviour strategy 

rather than updating values (Behrens, 2013). The activity in the ACC in rats seemed to be the 

most active, when the rat was adapting its behaviour strategy (Wallis & Rich, 2011). 

The cognitive control mechanism 

The ACC together with the DLPFC are believed to be part of the cognitive control network 

responsible for executive functions, such as adapting behaviour strategies, inhibition of 

behaviour, error monitoring and cognitive flexibility (Cole and Schneider, 2007). People with 

lesions or other malfunctions in this areas show suboptimal decision making strategies. The 

Iowa gambling task (IGT) is a standard tool in assessing decision making skills in clinical 

settings (Bechara, 2004, de Visser et al., 2011). It models real-life uncertainty-based decision 

situations, where there is a conflict between immediate gratification and long-term benefits. 

The task design consists of four different decks of cards. Each card is either a monetary 

reward or penalty. Subjects have to draw cards with the aim of maximising their monetary 

income. Two decks of cards have large rewards but also large penalties and the other two 

decks have moderate rewards with low penalties and are more profitable in the long term. 

Healthy subjects usually go through an exploration phase, where they sample cards from each 

deck, before deciding on one as the profitable deck. This is referred to as exploitative strategy 

in the reinforcement learning framework. Patients with lesions in the ventromedial prefrontal 

(VMPRF) cortex and patients with substance use disorder continue to make disadvantageous 

choices. People with malfunctions in the DLPFC continue to stick to one strategy and have 

difficulties shifting attention. Similarly, schizophrenia has been linked to malfunctioning 

DLPFC and schizophrenic patients demonstrate a similarly poor performance on the task. 

Another critical area for the task is the ACC. Patients with lesions in this area have trouble 

controlling their impulses and demonstrate poor inhibition control. Patients with anxiety 

disorder seem to choose randomly (Bechara, 2005). Bechara suggests that successful 

performance on the task depends on a balanced collaboration of distinct neural mechanisms. 

The VMPFC triggers affective states generated from recall of personal (hypothetical or 

actual) events, supplying the decision maker with an “affective promise” that it pays off to 

wait. The affective neural responses and affiliated bodily responses are called “somatic” 

states and are a crucial concept in Damasio’s somatic marker hypothesis (Damasio, 1995), a 

neuroanatomical and cognitive framework that emphasises the role of emotional states in 

decision making. The VMPFC is a crucial part of the reflexive system that is responsible for 

signalling of pain or pleasure of future events. The amygdala on the other hand seems to be 

active in emotional responses from immediate events and is a crucial substrate of the 

impulsive system. Implementation of a long-term beneficial strategy requires the top down 

control of the reflexive system over the impulsive system. The control mechanism is based on 

the DLPFC and ACC and enables the decision maker to supress impulsive responses, to shift 

strategies, to monitor the outcomes and to inhibit unwanted thoughts (de Visser et al., 2011). 

A better understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying this top down control would 

offer many lanes of therapeutic interventions improving lives of people with a wide range of 

psychiatric disorders. Research on animals allows for not only more invasive methods of 

recording neural data, but a better control of environmental conditions and genetic variation 

as well. 



The role of the mPFC cortex in uncertainty-based decision making in rats 

In summary, there seems to be a degree of specialisation of brain areas in humans and other 

primates involved in decision making. The learning signals are implemented as RPEs across 

the midbrain areas and the striatum. The neural circuit between the OFC and striatum is the 

most likely place, where action values get updated and stored regardless of their spatial 

location. The ACC is crucial for error monitoring and behavioural adaptation and the DLPFC 

is the area where the information about the alternative options, relevant for the current 

decision strategy is available. ACC and DLPFC therefore play a crucial part in monitoring, 

adapting and maintaining decision strategies. Less is known about the specialisation of the 

rats’ brain areas involved in decision making. Many studies found signals related to chosen 

values in the OFC in rats as well (Wallis and Rich, 2011, Sul et al., 2010). A study comparing 

the human and rat prefrontal cortex based on connectivity, neurotransmitter receptors, and 

functionality found, that the prelimbic (PrL) part of the mPFC in rats is an anatomical and 

functional homolog to the ACC and DLPFC in humans, while the infralimbic part (IL) is 

homologous to the VMPFC in humans (Uylings et al., 2003).  

We investigated the involvement of PrL of rats in uncertainty-based decision making. 

Following the idea, that there is some functional homology between PrL in rats and ACC in 

humans, we wanted to know if the PrL is involved in strategy monitoring and behavioural 

adaptation. De Visser et al. (2011) inactivated the mPFC of rats while performing a rodent 

version of IGT. They found a difference in performance when they inactivated the PrL after 

the rat already acquired the long-term profitable strategy, but not when they were still in their 

explorative stage. Inactivation of the IL was effective, regardless of whether the rats were still 

exploring or have already decided on a strategy. This would imply that the IL plays a central 

role in acquiring the long-term strategy and the PrL is crucial for monitoring how well does 

the strategy work. Therefore, we expected to find signals in the PrL related to RPEs. Studies 

in primates have found neural activity related to positive as well as negative prediction errors 

in the ACC (Wallis and Rich, 2011) but on the other hand, a study on rats found none in the 

PrL (Sul et al. 2010). 

Since the PrL also has some similarities with the DLPFC in humans we hypothesized that the 

neural activity in the area will monitor choice outcomes, as well as show a difference in firing 

rates between the choice options (Kim et al. 2009). A meta-analysis of neuroimaging data 

found that DLPFC in humans was implicated in risk based decision making (Mohr et al., 

2010). St Onge and Floresco (2010) found the PrL in rats to be crucial in risk discounting, 

which again supports the isomorphism between the areas. They inactivated the mPFC of rats 

while performing a two-armed bandit task, where the rats could choose between 1 pellet or 4 

pellets, but the probability of receiving the larger reward changed across four blocks in an 

increasing (12.5%, 25%, 50%, 100%) or decreasing (100%, 50%, 25%, 12.5%) manner. The 

main finding was that the inactivation of the PrL would bias the choice of the rat towards the 

risky choice whenever the probabilities of obtaining rewards were increasing and would bias 

it toward the certain choice when the probabilities were decreasing. Subsequent experiments 

showed that this was not due to deficits in cognitive flexibility, a finding in line with 

numerous studies showing that inactivation of mPFC does not affect reversal learning 

(Floresco et al., 2008), but against the idea that the mPFC plays an important role in 

behavioural flexibility (Malagon-Vina et al., in preparation). Neither was the main finding 

related to acquiring the probabilities linked to reward - as the inactivation of the mPFC did 

not lead to poor performance when there was only one probability block throughout the entire 

session. The authors suggest that the dysfunction of the PrL could result in the inability to use 

recent experience to update the representations of expected reward probabilities and is mainly 



related to malfunctions in storing or recalling information from recent memory. Based on 

this, we hypothesised that we would see signals in the PrL related to previous outcome and 

previous choice. 

Another crucial similarity between the DLPFC in humans and the PrL lays in its connectivity 

to other areas. To our knowledge, they are the only structures so far identified in the 

prefrontal cortex that project both to the DRN and to the VTA (Vertes, 2004, Uylings et al., 

2003). Studies have shown that these projections influence initiation of behaviour (Warden et 

al., 2012). To investigate how the PrL exerts control over the dopaminergic and serotonergic 

systems we used optogenetics to define neurons in the mPFC that project to the midbrain 

areas. We expected these projection neurons to carry task relevant information. 

Aims 

Tetrodes and optic fibres were implanted in rats by the co-supervisor of the project (see 

Experimental Procedures). Neural activity was recorded from rats while doing a version of a 

two-armed bandit task. At the end of each behavioural session, blue light pulses were applied 

through optic fibres to identify projecting neurons. 

The first aim of the project was to develop a behavioural model that models the internal 

mechanisms of the decision process. The model needed to adequately explain the actual 

behaviour and introduce internal variables that could be linked to neural firing patterns.  

We then wanted to define projecting neurons based on the responses of cells to the light 

stimulations. 

In order to adequately examine the recorded data, we developed visualisation techniques to 

visually examine the data. We then developed statistical models to analyse the data. The main 

aim of the project was to use these statistical models to link the recorded data and results of 

the optogenetics to the modelled internal variables in a way that answers the question of how 

and if the PrL contributes to dynamic decision making. 

Behavioural task 

Four rats were trained in an adopted 2-armed bandit task. The rats had to run along a Y-

shaped maze and choose between a safe arm, where they would get one pellet on each visit, 

and a risk arm where they would receive four pellets based on changing probabilities. Each 

session consisted of three probability blocks and within each block, the probability of getting 

the reward was low (12.5 %), fair (25%) or high (75%). The order of the blocks was applied 

randomly during each day. Each block would consist of 40 to 50 trials. The first 16 trials 

were defined as “forced” where the rats’ access to one of the arms was restricted for eight 

consecutive trials for each arm. In some sessions, forced runs were abandoned for the fair risk 

blocks in order for the animal to freely explore probability changes. We placed three pairs of 

sensors on the maze to receive time stamps. 



 

Figure 1 Behavioural setup 
A We used a two – armed bandit task, where the rats could choose between a low reward (on every 

visit 1 pellet) in the safe arm or a high reward (4 pellets) based on a changing probability. The 

probability of reward on the risk run was 12% in the high risk block, 25% in a fair risk block and 75% 

in the low risk block. Each block lasted for 40-50 trials and started with forced runs, where the access 

to one of the arms was restricted for eight consecutive trials to each side. The blue lines indicate the 

home sensor and the reward sensors on the goal arm. After triggering the home sensor there was a 

delay of two seconds before the door (dashed black line) was opened. B Counts of choices for each of 

the three blocks in two example sessions are presented. 

One pair of sensors was placed at the starting arm and is referred to as the “home sensor”, the 

other ones were placed close to the pellet feeders and are referred to as the “reward sensors” 

(Figure 1 A). After the home sensor was initiated, the rat had to wait behind a closed door for 

two seconds. After the waiting period, the door opened and the rat was free to enter the goal 

arms. After running through the reward sensor and either receiving the reward or not, the rat 

was manually returned to the beginning. The task has been called a probabilistic discounting 

task (St Onge and Floresco, 2010), or a 2-armed bandit task (Sutton and Barto, 1998). The 

rats have learned to maximise their profit and stick to the advantageous arms in the Low and 

High risk block, and supposedly remained explorative in most of the Fair risk blocks, where 

the long-term outcome was equal in both of the arms (Figure 1 B). 

Behavioural models 

We used a Rescola-Wagner based reinforcement learning algorithm to model the internal 

variables related to the decision process (Sutton & Barto, 1998). The subjective values of 

outcomes, called action values, are updated at each trial according to the difference between 

the expected and the actual reward (RPE) in the following way:  

If rat goes to the safe arm: 



𝑄𝑠(𝑡) =  𝑄𝑠(𝑡 − 1) +  𝛼(𝑅(𝑡 − 1) −  𝑄𝑠(𝑡 − 1)) 

and 
𝑄𝑟(𝑡) =  𝑄𝑟(𝑡 − 1), 

where 𝑄𝑠(𝑡) is the action value of the safe arm in trial 𝑡 , 𝑄𝑟(𝑡) is the action value of the risk 

arm in trial 𝑡, 𝑅(𝑡) is the reward that the rat received in trial 𝑡 (1 pellet for safe and 0 or 4 

pellets for risk arm) and 𝛼 is the learning parameter. The equation is analogous if the rat 

chooses a risk arm: 

𝑄𝑟(𝑡) =  𝑄𝑟(𝑡 − 1) +  𝛼(𝑅(𝑡 − 1) −  𝑄𝑟(𝑡 − 1)) 

and 
𝑄𝑠(𝑡) =  𝑄𝑠(𝑡 − 1). 

We assume that the rat does not have any preferences of the arms at the start of the block, so 

we define 𝑄𝑠(𝑡)  and 𝑄𝑠(𝑡) to be zero for 𝑡 = 0. Actions are chosen according to the soft-

max selection criterion. The probability of the rat going to the safe arm in trial 𝑡 is defined as 

𝑃𝑠(𝑡) =  
1

1 + 𝑒−𝛽(𝑄𝑠(𝑡)−𝑄𝑟(𝑡))
 , 

and similarly the probability of the rat to go to the safe arm is: 

𝑃𝑟(𝑡) =  
1

1 + 𝑒−𝛽(𝑄𝑟(𝑡)−𝑄𝑠(𝑡))
 , 

where 𝛽 is the inverse temperature parameter that defines the degree of exploration in the 

action selection. When 𝛽 is close to 0, the importance of the difference of the action values in 

the equation becomes smaller and the resulting behaviour is more stochastic and explorative. 

When  𝛽 is bigger, the difference in selection probability becomes bigger and behaviour 

would be more exploitative. Assuming that the learning rate and the inverse temperature are 

not inherent personality features but rather depend on learning state and motivation they may 

change from session to session for each rat, we estimated the parameters 𝛼 and for each 

session separately using a maximum likelihood estimation. We ran a grid search for 

parameters 𝛼 between 0 and 1 and 𝛽 between 0 and 50 (Figure 2). For each point of the grid 

we calculated the likelihood function 𝑓(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽), which represent the likelihood that the we 

observe data 𝑥 with a particular set of parameters and is defined as: 

𝑓(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽) = ∏ 𝑃𝑎(𝑡)(𝑡)

𝑡

 , 

where 𝑎(𝑡) is action in trial 𝑡. We find the parameters that maximise the likelihood function 

(Figure 2 A) resulting in modelled probabilities of the rat’s choices for each session. To be 

able to compare different models we calculated the corrected Akaike Information Criterion as 

𝐴𝐼𝐶𝑐 = −2 ∗ log (𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛼,𝛽

(𝑓(𝑥; 𝛼, 𝛽))) +  2 ∗ 𝐾, 



Figure 2 The estimation of 

parameters for the reinforcement 

learning model 
A Grid search was used for 𝛼 between 

0 and 1 and 𝛽 between 0 and 50 to 

calculate the likelihood function at 

each point. Showing a 3D graph above 

the grid of the likelihood function. The 

set of parameters with the highest 

value was defined as the maximum 

likelihood estimation. B 

Reinforcement learning model 1, 

based on the Rescola-Wagner rule. 

Left is an example of a session, where 

fair risk forced trials were omitted to 

mimic a more natural learning 

situation. C Reinforcement learning 

model 2, where the model was merged 

with a discrete model in the forced 

runs. D Reinforcement learning model 

3, where the reward ratio of reward in 

the risk trials compared to safe trials is 

considered a parameter and modeled 

based one the maximum likelihood 

estimation. 

where 𝐾 is the number of 

parameters used in the model 

(Burnham and Anderson, 2002). 

We used a cross-validation method 

to estimate the predictive strength 

of the model. We train the data on 

𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, … 𝑥𝑘 data points and use 

the estimated parameters to predict 

the choice in the (𝑘 + 1)-th trial. 

We do this for the last 30 choice 

trials of each session and count the 

percentage of successful 

predictions (Table 1).  

We used three different 

reinforcement learning models 

(Figure 2 B-D). The first one is 

based only on the Rescola-Wagner 

rule and is described above (Figure 2 B). In the second one (Figure 2 C) we assumed that the 

model is not ignorant about the forced trials and is defined as follows: 

𝑃𝑠(𝑡) =  {

1

1 + 𝑒−𝛽(𝑄𝑠(𝑡)−𝑄𝑟(𝑡))
 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙,

  



and 

𝑃𝑟(𝑡) =  {

1

1 + 𝑒−𝛽(𝑄𝑟(𝑡)−𝑄𝑠(𝑡))
 , 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙

1, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙
0, 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑎 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙.

  

The size of reward is 1 pellet in the safe arm and 4 in the risk arm but the rats might not 

consider the bigger reward to be “4 times bigger”, or “4 times more favourable” than the 

smaller reward. In the third model we used the reward ratio as an additional parameter when 

performing the maximum likelihood estimation (Figure 2 D). 

Table 1 Comparing different behaviour models 

A logistic regression model (Cox, 1958) was used as a reference point for the reinforcement 

learning models’ performance. The logistic regression model is a discrete choice model that 

estimates probabilities of choosing one option or the other as predicted by past choices and 

past choice outcomes. If we assign the choice variables to be 1 for safe and 0 for risk trials, 

and define for trial 𝑡 choices in the 1 to 𝑘 trials before 𝑡 as 𝐶1(𝑡), … , 𝐶𝑘(𝑡) and choice 

outcomes of 1 to 𝑘 trials before trial 𝑡 as 𝑅1(𝑡), … , 𝑅𝑘(𝑡), we can formulate the probability of 

going to safe as 

𝑃𝑠(𝑡) =
1

1 + 𝑒−(∑ 𝑐𝑖𝐶𝑖(𝑡)+ 𝑟𝑖𝑅𝑖(𝑡)) 
, 

where 𝑐1, … , 𝑐𝑘 and 𝑟1, … , 𝑟𝑘 are regression coefficients. We estimate the regression 

coefficients using a built in function in Matlab (Mathworks), based on maximum likelihood 

estimation. We do the estimation for each session separately, and we check how the current 

choice is predicted by choice and outcome in previous trials going back up to 9 trials. We use 

a cross-validation technique as described above to get the number of successful predictions 

for each group of variables. We use the Akaike criterion to compare the different models for 

each session. Smaller AIC values imply a better fit. We can see that the third reinforcement 

learning model performed the best (Table 1) and that the reinforcement models were in 

general better than the logistic regression model. 

 AIC Alpha Beta Reward ratio Successful 

prediction 

(%) 

Logistic Model 130.80±28.27 NA NA NA 78.48±15.70 

RL model 1 163.48±23.90 0.20±0.27 4.62±1.99 4 77.63±20.10 

RL model 2 100.12±25.43 0.17±0.19 7.78±3.97 4 80.37±17.82 

RL model 3 94.07±22.73 0.12±0.09 8.69±4.23 3.12±0.81 81.70±15.29 



Defining projecting neurons 

Figure 3 Projecting neurons  
Blue light stimulations were delivered 

after each behavioral session to the VTA 

and DR. The stimulations were done in 

blocks of 200 varying in intensity and 

frequency between blocks. A Top row: 

raster plots showing spikes around the 

stimulation time. The blue line represents 

the times of the stimulations. Bin size is 1 

ms left and 0.1 ms right. Bottom row: 

Meaning the raster plots gives a time 

histogram that shows the number of 

spikes in each time bin. We defined a 

peak in the histogram if there was a peak 

higher than two standard deviations above 

the mean count in the histogram with 1 ms 

bins and additionally higher than 10 % of the stimulation number. If a peak was detected, we ran a 

sliding window of 50 stimulations with 25 stimulations overlap and defined the mean stimulated spike 

response as the peak in the histogram with 0.1 ms bins. A stimulated spike was defined as a spike that 

occurs within a 1.5 ms interval around the mean response. B A spontaneous spike before the mean 

response could result in an absent stimulated spike, which can be explained as a collision of the 

spontaneous spike with the antidromic one. C Latency as the mean response time of the spontaneous 

spike; jitter as the deviation around the latency and fidelity as the response rate; A jitter less than 

0.25ms, fidelity above 40% and a detected collision were the criteria for defining a projecting neuron. 

If a cell fulfilled two out of the three in a stimulating session, it was defined as a projecting neuron to 

the site of the stimulation in the session. We defined neurons projecting to the VTA with 9.570 ms ± 

4.635 ms latency, 0.185 ms ± 0.0516 ms jitter and 64.8% ± 25.3% fidelity; 51 neurons projecting to 

DR with 9.564 ms ± 1.884 ms latency, 0.142 ms ± 0.0439 ms jitter and 74% ± 23.4% fidelity. 

The co-supervisor of the project injected an adeno-associated virus expressing 

channelrhodopsin-2 into the PrL of the rats and implanted optic fibres into the VTA and DRN 

(for details see Experimental Procedures). After each behavioural session ended, the placed 

optic fibers were stimulated for each area separately, with various durations and frequencies. 

The durations were 1 or 5 ms for slow (2 Hz), medium (5 Hz) and fast (20 Hz or 40 Hz) 

stimulations. The stimulations were done in 200 blocks of stimulations before changing either 

the intensity, frequency or both. Stimulations trigger antidromic spikes that we could detect 

as spikes in the recording site (Figure 3 A). We calculated and plotted the raster plots and 

histograms with 1 ms and 0.1 ms bins for all stimulations. Whenever there was a detected 

peak above two standard deviations above the mean and a response rate above 10%, we 



defined spontaneous spikes as spikes that fall within the 1.5 ms interval around the time of 

the calculated response peak of the histogram (based on 0.1 ms bins). For each block of 

stimulations, we ran a sliding window of 50 stimulations with 25 stimulations overlap and 

calculated the fidelity (response rate), jitter (deviation of stimulated spikes around the mean) 

and latency (mean of the responses) of each block.  

A spontaneous spike occurring before the mean time of light stimulated spike sometimes 

caused an absent induced spike that can be explained as a result of the collision between the 

induced and spontaneous spike (Figure 3 B). This is referred to as a collision test and it was 

one of the criteria for defining a projection neuron (Ciocchi et al, 2016). The second and third 

criteria were a jitter lower than 0.25 ms and fidelity higher than 40 %. A projection neuron 

was defined as a neuron that would satisfy at least two out the three criteria resulting in 28 

neurons projecting to the VTA and 58 to DR (Figure 3 C). Out of these seven neurons were 

projecting to both DR and VTA, summing to 72 projecting neurons all together.  

Analysis and results of tetrode recordings 

The co-supervisor of the project placed tetrodes in the PrL of the rats in order to record the 

neural activity of the area while the rats were performing the behavioural task.  

 

Figure 4 Individual cells that modulate their firing rates around the reward and home 

sensor 
The top row depicts time plots, where the rows are the trials in a session and the columns are binned 

time slots. The middle is the time when the animal crosses the reward sensor (A) or when the door 

opens (B). Each bin represents the firing rate in color code, where yellow depicts higher and blue 

lower values. Bottom row are the peri-event time histograms, which we got by meaning the time 

matrixes across trials. A Two examples of cells that increased (left) or decreased (right) its firing rate 

after the reward sensor B Two examples of cells that modulate their firing rate around the opening of 

the door. Left, an example of a cell that has a peak in its activity, when the door opens. Right, a cell 

that decreases its firing rate as the door opens. 



Examples of task related cell activity 

Altogether 1006 cells were recorded from four rats that went through a total of 45 sessions 

performing the behavioural task. In the behavioural task the rats had to run along a Y maze 

and choose between a smaller certain reward or a bigger probabilistic reward (Figure 1). In 

order to get a first idea about how the cells relate to the behavioural task we used custom 

made scripts to plot time plots, histograms and place maps. By plotting these graphs for many 

cells and visually examining the data we found cells that seem to change their firing rate 

around the reward sensor (Figure 4 A) by either increasing (left) or decreasing (right) their 

firing rate after the reward sensor. As the rat is returned to the home arm, it triggers the home 

sensor and has to wait for 2 s before a door opens. Cells were observed that have a local peak 

in the firing rate at the time of door opening (Figure 4 B, left) and cells that seem to decrease 

their firing rates as the door opens ((Figure 4 B, right). When looking at the time plots and 

histograms it is not always clear how the activity of the cells relates to specific periods in the 

trial, nor is it clear if the cells differentiate between arms.  

 

Figure 5 Spatial firing patterns of nine individual neurons 
A LED tracking system was used to get the position of the rat, mounted on the Microdrive on the head 

of the animal. By binning the map, counting the spikes in each bin and dividing it by the overall time 

the rat spent in that bin we get the average firing rate in each bin. Yellow colours represent higher and 

blue lower firing rates (Figure 4). The starting arm is on the left. A Three neurons that have peak 

firing rates around the reward area. B Cells that peak at the behavioral manifestation of choice. C 

Cells that seem to differentiate their firing between the different goal arms. 



By examining place maps of the recorded cells, we found cells that seem to fire preferentially 

around the reward area (Figure 5 A), cells that have is highest firing rates right before they 

turn into one arm or the other (Figure 5 B) and cells that seem to fire differently depending on 

the choice of the rat (Figure 5 C).  

Neural activity of the PrL related to choice and reward 

We analysed how the firing rates of the cells reflect various decision variables with a multiple 

regression analysis. We divided the maze into five behaviourally relevant stages- waiting 

stage, running stage, expectation stage, reward stage and inter-trial stage (Figure 6 A). Each 

stage was binned so that the mean of the bins was close to 500ms. We excluded data from 

bins that were either too long (bigger than 1000ms) or too short (smaller than 100ms). Mean 

bin size was 485.6354 ± 139.2917 ms. We analysed how the neural firing correlated with 

choice and reward variables. These are categorical variables and the choice variable 

differentiates between the safe and the risk choice, while the reward variable differentiates 

between rewarded risk trials and unrewarded risk trials.  

Multi regression analysis 

We ran a semi-automated multi regression analysis for each bin and for each cell. To check 

how choice and reward in the risk trials relate to neural signals we used the following model: 

𝐹𝑅(𝑡) =  𝑏0 +  𝑏1 ∗ 𝐶(𝑡) + 𝑏2 ∗ 𝑅(𝑡) +  𝑒(𝑡), 

where 𝐹𝑅(𝑡) is the firing rate in trial 𝑡  at a certain window, 𝐶(𝑡) is the choice, 𝑅(𝑡)is the 

reward in the risk trials, 𝑒(𝑡) is the error term and 𝑏0, 𝑏1, 𝑏2 are the regression coefficients. 

We used cross validation to select the most appropriate subset of variables for model. For 

each subset of the 𝑘 variables we found the matrix of coefficients 𝐵 that solves the regression 

equation and calculated the cross validation statistic in the following way: 

𝐶𝑉 =
1

𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠
∗ ∑(

𝑒𝑖

1 − ℎ𝑖
)²

𝑛

𝑖=1

,   

where 𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠 is the number of trials and ℎ𝑖 are the diagonal terms of the matrix 𝐻 =
𝐵(𝐵′𝐵)−1𝐵′ . The subset of variables with the smallest 𝐶𝑉 was then used in the final model 

together. Once the variables have been selected we included all the possible interactions in 

the model and used only the ones that improve the 𝐶𝑉 statistic. The variables and interactions 

chosen were then used in the final model to estimate the regression coefficients and p values.  

Additionally, we also used a partial correlation method, where we calculated the partial 

correlation coefficients of each of the variables in one of the models and controlled for the 

remaining variables. We plotted the fractions of neurons with firing patterns that significantly 

correlate with the choice variable (green) and reward variable (red). The fractions of neurons 

that correlate their activity with the reward variable increase above chance level in the 

beginning of the reward stage, 500 ms after the reward sensor, which is when the rat receives 

reward (Figure 6 B). The fractions of neurons with activity that correlates with the choice 



variable increases around the division point and remain increased during the reward phase 

and return phase, before lowering to chance level before the rat is returned to the home arm. 

Figure 6 Fractions of neurons with significantly correlated firing with choice and 

reward variables in the current and previous trials  
A Trajectories of trials from one example session. Each trial was divided into five behavioral stages - 

waiting stage, running stage, expectation stage, reward stage and inter-trial stage. The green dashed 

lines indicate the separating points of trajectories. The start of the run is defined as the time when the 

rat leaves the home area. The division point is defined as the point where the tracks diverge the first 

time significantly between the left and right arm (t test, p value < 0.05). The waiting stage begins with 

the home sensor and ends with the start of the run, the running stage ends when the rat passes the 

division point, the expectation stage ends 500 ms after the rat passes the reward sensor, the reward 

stage ends 2500 ms after the reward sensor is triggered and the inter-trial stage ends when the rat is 

returned and triggers the home sensor again. B Each stage was then further divided into 7, 2, 3, 4 and 

14 approximately 500ms sized bins (485.6354 ± 139.2917 ms) respectively. The plot shows the 

number of neurons that significantly correlated their firing rate to each of the variables for current trial 

(continuous line) and previous trials (one trial back - dotted line, two trials back – dashed line). 

Choice variable is a categorical variable differentiating safe and risk arm trials. Fractions of 

significant neurons are shown in green. The reward variable is a categorical variable differentiating 

rewarded and unrewarded risk trials. Fractions of neurons, for which the firing rate is correlated with 

the reward variable are shown in red. The two variables are orthogonal therefore the interaction factor 

was not included in the analysis. The shaded area indicates a significance level as defined by the 

upper limit of the confidence interval around the 5% proportion of the binomial distribution (p value 

corrected for the number of tests). C Fractions of neurons with a firing rate that correlates to choice 

around the division point. Offset is 2s, bin size is 200 ms. 

The plot with 200 ms sized bins indicates that the increase begins around 1 s before the 

division point but the fraction of neurons continues to rise until 1s after the division point 

(Figure 6 C). The fraction of neurons that correlate with either of the variables show a 



considerable overlap following the presentation of outcome and decrease in parallel at the 

start of the next trial. Signals related to reward in the previous trial continue to be slightly 

above the chance level in the waiting phase and rise in the expectation phase parallel to the 

fraction of cells related to choice. The signal related to previous choice of the rat appears to 

be below significance level. 

Subpopulations of cells that correlate with choice 

In order to better understand the specificity of cells related to the task we classified several 

groups of cells, based on the correlation of the firing rates with the internal and external 

variables. We have used partial correlation coefficients to see the direction and the magnitude 

of the correlation and to control for the other variables. Cells that have firing rates that 

correlate significantly with choice and have a positive partial correlation coefficient were 

named Safe cells (Figure 7 A, B). Similarly, cells with a negative partial correlation were 

defined as Risk Cells (Figure 7 C, D). 

Risk and Safe cells were calculated during expectancy and reward stages as the multiple 

regression analysis implies that these are the stages most relevant for the choice variable 

(Figure 6 B). We then calculated the firing rate of each cell during the 30 bins distributed 

across these stages (Figure 6 A) and normalized the data. Trials where the rat went to the arm 

with a certain reward were called safe trials and trials where it went to the arm with a 

probabilistic reward were called risk trials. We divided all of the trials in a session into safe 

and risk trials and plotted the means of z-scored firing rates of each. Both of the Safe cell 

populations seem to have a difference in the firing rate between safe and risk trials 

throughout the entire trial and their overall activity appears similar. Plotting individual 

examples revealed a lot of heterogeneity among cells. We found cells that differentiate 

between arms before choice became apparent, although the percentage of these cells seems to 

be relatively small (Figure 7 B). In some cells we observe a difference between firing rates 

for each of the arm already before the expectancy stage. This difference diminishes when the 

rat approaches the reward stage. (Figure 7 E, I, K). Some cells differentiate between choice 

arms early on and maintain this difference throughout the trial (Figure 7Figure 7 F, J, N, G, 

H, L). 

Subpopulations of cells that correlate with choice outcome 

For each cell we calculated partial correlations of the firing rate with the reward variable in 

reward and inter-trial stages. We defined Reward cells and No reward cells as cells that have 

positive and negative partial correlation coefficients, respectively ( Figure 8). We plotted the 

mean across cells of the average z-scored firing rates for rewarded, unrewarded and safe trials 

(Figure 8 A - D). The two groups of Reward cells seem to represent distinct populations. 

Cells that correlate positively with reward in the reward phase tend to continue to do so at 

least 4 seconds into the inter-trial stage suggesting that it is not a fast bursting phasic activity, 

a pattern we observe in no reward cells as well (Figure 8 A, E, G, O, P). Cells that are 

positively related to reward in the inter-trial stage increase on average their firing rate within 

2 seconds after the reward is presented (Figure 8 B, J, N). 



 

 

Figure 7 Cells that have correlated firing rates with choice 
Cells that positively correlate with the firing rate in either the expectancy or reward stages are referred 

to as safe cells. Cells that have a negative correlation are called risk cells. We normalized the firing 

rates of cells for each bin of each stage (Figure 6) and averaged the z-scored firing rates for safe 

(black) and risk (red) trials separately. On the x-axis of each plot 30 time bins are grouped into the 

waiting and running stage, expectancy stage (E), reward stage (R) and inter-trial stage (IT). A, B Cells 

that correlate their firing rate positively with choice in the expectancy and reward stages respectively. 

C, D Cells that correlate firing rate negatively with the choice variable in the expectancy and reward 

stage respectively. All four of the groups seem to show differences in the firing rate before the 

expectancy stage and in the inter-trial stage, despite being chosen based on the expectancy and reward 

stage only. E, I, K Individual cells that show the biggest firing rate difference before the expectancy 

stage. F, J, N, G, H, L Individual cells that show a difference in the firing rates for each arm for 

almost the entirety of the trials. M, O, P Individual cells that show a distinct difference in their firing 

rate for the expectancy stage. 

In all four of the reward related groups we see a minor difference between the rewarded and 

non-rewarded trials already before the reward delivery. Individual cells (Figure 8 F, I, M, K, 

L) seem to correlate positively or negatively with reward in the reward and inter-trial stage as 

a consequence of the overall difference of firing rate in the rewarded and unrewarded trials of 

these cells in all of the stages. 



 Figure 8 Cells that correlate with reward 
We selected cells that have a significant partial correlation between the reward variable and the firing 

rate in the reward and inter-trial stage respectively. Positively correlated cells are defined as Reward 

cells and negatively correlated cells are defined as No reward cells. All of the graphs depict means of 

z-scored firing rates for each of the bins separately for three groups of trials: risk rewarded (red), risk 

unrewarded (orange) and safe (gray). The graphs A-D show the mean of all of the cells, while the 

graphs E-P show means of trials of single cells. The x axis depicts bins grouped into stages as seen 

earlier in (Figure 6). A, B Z-scored firing rates for cells that correlate with reward in the reward and 

inter-trial stage. C, D Z-scored firing rates for three trial groups that negatively correlate with thee 

reward variable in the reward and inter-trial stage; E, G, O, P Cells that show a difference in the 

reward stage and up to 4 seconds after the reward stage. F, I, M, K, L Cells that show a difference in 

the firing rate between rewarded and unrewarded trials already before the outcome is clear. H, J, N 

Cells that present a firing rate differentiation during the inter-trial period. 

Neural activity and the reinforcement learning model 

We used a reinforcement learning algorithm to model the probability to go to the risk arm 

(for details see section Behavioural models) and used this variable as a measure of subjective 

confidence or certainty of the rat’s choice. High probability to go to the risk arm (Pr) means 

that the rat is confident about getting the reward in the risk run, low Pr implies that the rat is 

confident that safe arm is the better option and middle Pr values model the states where the 

rat is uncertain about choice. Using partial correlation of the firing rate with the Pr variable 

while controlling for reward and choice we identified cells that were modulated by the choice 



probability. A big proportion of the cells correlating with the safe option were also 

correlating with the probability to go to safe, while a good proportion of the cells that 

correlated with the risk variable negatively correlated with the probability to go to risk 

(Figure 9). We see a similar but less profound pattern in Reward and No reward cells. This 

implies that for a subpopulation of cells the correlation with choice and reward variable 

derives in fact from the correlation of the activity of this cells with the modelled confidence 

of choice. 

 

Figure 9 Partial correlation of the firing rates of each of the category of cells with the 

probability to go to risk.  
Gray area indicates the overall number of cells in a particular category. Blue and green indicate the 

number of cells of each category with negative or positive partial correlation coefficients for the 

probability to go to the risk arm. 

In trials during which the rat was certain about going to risk but was not rewarded we see a 

larger negative difference of the expected and actual outcome or the larger negative RPE. 

Similarly, when the rat was uncertain about going to risk, went to risk and did get rewarded, 

we see large positive RPEs. Cells that would be involved in signalling RPEs would then have 

to show a different firing rate pattern related to these trials. This would be either No reward 

cells that fire more for trials where the rat is certain about going to risk, or Reward cells that 

would fire more for trials where the probability to go to risk is low (Figure 9).  

 

 



Classification of projection neurons 

 

Total 

number of 

cells 

VTA 

projections 

DR 

projections 

Double 

projections 

Pr (+) cell, waiting and running stage  201 6 11 4** 

Pr (-) cell, waiting and running stage 
276 8 14 1 

Pr (+) cell, expectancy stage 
219 6 9 4** 

Pr (-) cell, expectancy stage 
279 8 10 1 

Pr (+) cell, reward stage 
148 5 4 1 

Pr (-) cell, reward stage 
202 4 7 0 

Pr (+) cell, inter-trial stage 
215 6 8 5*** 

Pr (-) cell, inter-trial stage 
191 6 9 0 

Safe cell expectancy stage 
101 1 5 0 

Safe cell reward stage 
136 2 7 0 

Risk cell expectancy stage 
114 1 3 0 

Risk cell reward stage 
125 3 8 2 

Reward cell reward stage 
85 2 2 1 

Reward cell inter-trial stage 
143 0

 o o
 13** 1 

No reward cell reward stage 
177 4 8 0 

No reward cell inter-trial stage 
260 5 10 0 

The Rest of the cells 
81 2

o 
2

o
 0 

All 
 21 44 7 

Table 2: Proportions of projection neurons.  
Showing the numbers of cells in each category and the overlap with the projection cells. Pr (+) are 

cells that correlate positively with probability, Pr (-) are cells that correlate negatively with 

probability. A bootstrapping sampling method was used to see how the numbers in the overlap stand 

in comparison to a random distribution. The table is color coded to represent the percentage of the 

sampled values bigger than the actual value from red (low percentage) to green (high percentage). (for 

higher numbers than expected: * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001; for lower numbers than 

expected: o p < 0.05) 

We redefine the groups of reward and choice related cells by removing cells from each group 

that also correlate with Pr in the definition relevant stages. We define additional eight groups 

of cells that are either positively or negatively significantly correlated to Pr in either the 

waiting and running stage, in the expectancy stage, in the reward stage or in the inter-trial 

stage (Table 2). We identified 72 projection neurons, 21 of which project only to the VTA, 44 

project to the DR and 7 project to both of the areas (Figure 3). To address the question if and 

how are the projection neurons related to the task variables we calculated the overlap of the 

three groups of projecting cells with our cell categories. We used a bootstrap sampling 

method to test significant distribution differences. We ran 10000 repetitions of randomly 

drawing from our pool of cells with the defined cells and calculating the numbers in the 



overlap with the projection neurons. We than compared the actual overlap with the sampling 

distribution (Table 2). A relatively good proportion of the cells projecting to the DR seems to 

be positively correlated with the reward in the inter-trial phase (13 out of 41, p < 0,01) and 

interestingly none of the VTA cells seemed to do that (p < 0,01). We found that relatively 

large proportions of the projection cells would be related to the probability variable. The cells 

that project to both of those areas are related to probabilities of going to risk in the waiting 

and running, expectancy and inter-trial stage (4, p < 0.01, 4, p < 0.01 and 5, p < 0.001). On 

the other hand, we did not find many double projections that correlated with the probability 

of going to the safe arm. Additionally, almost all of the projection neurons showed task-

related firing patterns. Only 2 of the VTA projections and 2 of the DRN projections were not 

found to be involved in the variables we considered as task relevant (p <0.05). 

Discussion 

We recorded from the PrL cortex in rats while they were performing a two-armed bandit task. 

Rats could choose between a certain reward or a larger reward that would only be available 

with a certain probability. We successfully modelled the subjective probability of the rat 

choosing an arm using a reinforcement learning model. We estimated a learning rate 

parameter and a parameter reflecting the explorative-exploitative balance of the rat’s 

behaviour. Values of the learning rates were low for the rats implying that they gave less 

importance to immediate reward but rather used a more long-term beneficial strategy. We 

found reward and choice signals and these signals overlapped confirming that the PrL caries 

signals crucial for representations of available options. Our results indicate that the PrL does 

not harbour RPE signals, which goes against the idea that the PrL functionally resembles the 

ACC in humans. We showed that a large subpopulation of cells fires linearly proportional to 

the probability of going to one arm or the other, which suggests that the PrL plays a function 

in maintaining long-term beneficial strategies. Since a subpopulation of projecting cells show 

exactly that firing pattern, this creates an image where the PrL contributes to controlling 

long-term beneficial behaviour through the dopaminergic and serotonergic system. 

PrL activity not related to choice selection 

We found signals related to choice within a fraction of cells that differentiated its firing rate 

between arms. Within this population the firing rate rose only shortly before the behavioural 

manifestation of choice, which implies that the area is not crucial for choice selection. This is 

a finding that is supported by the literature so far (Sul et al, 2010). 

On the other hand, we did find cells that differentiated between arms already in the waiting 

stage, supporting the idea that a small group of cells might be involved in advanced planning 

of choice. 

We have seen a rise in the fractions of neurons related to previous choice outcome at the 

expectancy stage. Since the fraction was close to chance levels up until that point, the signal 

likely does not contribute to computing long-term beneficial representations of goals. The 

rise of the fraction of these cells was synchronised to the rise of the fraction of choice related 

neurons. This could therefore be a subpopulation of cells that supports a strategy that relies 

heavily on the previous choice outcome and might be related to more impulsive behaviour. 



As we have seen from the behavioural model, the learning rate on a trial to trial basis was not 

very high, meaning that the previous trial did not carry that much importance in future 

choice. Nevertheless, if we consider the PrL to be an area that is important for shifting 

strategies, the implementation of competing strategies is crucial. The emerging strategy is 

therefore the one that receives more favourable long-term feedback at a certain time. 

However, this would have to be confirmed by experiments, where the setting is such, that the 

discounting curve of the behaviour is steeper and behaviour is more impulsive. 

 

Tonic PrL activity related to reward 

We found a population of cells that would have higher firing rate in rewarded compared to 

unrewarded trials and a population that would show the opposite pattern. Both of the 

populations consist mainly of cells that tend to increase their signal at the time of reward 

delivery and keep the signal activated for another 6 seconds after. This implies that it is not a 

phasic firing pattern but rather a tonic increase or decrease in activity with significant long-

term impact on the network. We also saw cells that signal reward outcome 2 seconds after the 

outcome was known and might therefore be involved in evaluation procedure that outlasts the 

first reaction to reward, supporting the idea, that the mPFC is related to mnemonic processes 

that are necessary to develop representations of available choices.  

The PrL crucial for representations of available options 

In order to evaluate and update goal representations, information about choice and outcome 

need to be integrated. The signals for choice and reward overlapped for a period following 

the time when the outcome was revealed. Additionally, the fractions of neurons correlating to 

either of the variables decreased in parallel before the start of the next trial. We even 

observed a second peak in the fractions of correlating cells that increases and decreases for 

both variables at the same time, implying it is an overlapping population. This suggests that 

all the information for updating representations of the available options is available and is 

integrated in the PrL. Furthermore, signals rose slowly after the outcome was known and 

remained high for a period of seconds. This evidence supports the idea, that the PrL receives 

this information from another area but plays a crucial part in keeping this information online 

for the system to adapt to these changes, update choice alternatives and compute task rules. 

This could be similar to the role associated with the DLPFC in humans. 

We did not see signals related to previous choice, which was not what we expected, 

considering that another study used a similar task design and found signals related to previous 

choice (Sul et al., 2010). Sul et al. used a version of a two-armed bandit task similar to ours, 

but the arms always had a probabilistic outcome. They hypothesized that the previous choice 

signal is related to spatial working memory, something that we do not observe. The maze 

they used was circular which allowed for lesser durations of trials. In our study, we found that 

the choice signals remained present for seconds after the presentation of reward, but did not 

continue to the next trial. This could mean, that they saw a signal that was related to previous 

choice due to the observation, that the signal remains there for certain time period after the 

behavioural manifestation of choice and is not related to spatial memory These signals are 



therefore more likely related to keeping the choice information available for integration and if 

needed to compute the task rules as the mPFC has been known to be crucial for (Jung et al., 

2008).  

PrL is important for maintaining a long-term beneficial strategy 

We found cells that differentiate between choice arms early in the trial and maintain this 

difference throughout the trial which could be related to the internal monitoring of the 

decision process or it might represent a certain aspect of each of the choices regardless of the 

current choice. Additionally, we found reward related cells that would differentiate between 

the rewarded and unrewarded trials throughout the entire trial, therefore also before the 

outcome was actually known. These cells could be linked to either certainty or confidence of 

obtaining reward, or simply subjective preference for one or the other option that facilitates 

choice. We understand subjective preference as a more abstract representation of “likebility” 

of options, that already incorporates probabilistic aspects of options.  

Indeed, a fair population of choice and reward related cells were also correlated with the 

probability to go to risk arm as modelled by the reinforcement learning model. We cannot 

exclude that the contingencies are actually computed and stored elsewhere and that the 

signals in PrL are related to more abstract preferences for reward. Regardless of the 

conceptualisation, these signals correlate with long-term value of reward and therefore 

support the notion that the PrL is an area involved in maintaining a long-term beneficial 

strategy. 

PrL does not harbour reward prediction error signals 

During those trials, when the rat was certain about going to risk arm and when it did not get 

rewarded, the highest negative RPE was observed. Similarly, trials, when the rat went to the 

risk arm, was not certain about reward but got rewarded, were associated with the highest 

positive RPE. The cells that correlated positively with the probability to go to risk and the 

same time showed a higher firing rate in non-rewarded trials are putative negative RPE cells. 

Cells that correlated negatively with the probability to go to risk and positively with reward 

are putative positive RPE cells. Assuming that the PrL functionally resembles the human 

ACC and that the positive and negative RPEs have been repeatedly found in the ACC (Wallis 

and Rich, 2012) we expected more RPE signals. What we found was a much smaller fraction 

of putative RPE cells for positive and negative RPEs. This is in line with a recent similar 

study (Sul et al., 2010) but seems to be against the idea that the PrL and ACC in humans play 

a similar function in decision making. On the other hand, as Sul et al. noticed, some primate 

studies showed only a small percentage of cells in the ACC correlated their firing with RPE. 

Admittedly, we only found cells that are putative RPE cells, meaning that they were not 

shown to correlate their activity to quantitative values of the RPE, but rather show a more 

general reverse correlation to confidence of choice and reward outcome. Nevertheless, if 

mPFC were to be an area crucial for harbouring RPE signals, we would found a much higher 

percentage of putative signals than we did. 



Involvement of the mPFC in dopaminergic and serotonergic systems 

We have identified 72 number of projection neurons, 28 project to the VTA and 51 to the 

DRN. Interestingly, 7 neurons projected axonal projections to both of the areas, which 

implies that the mPFC might coordinate the activity of both systems in a synchronous 

manner. We found that almost all of the projection neurons were related to at least one 

component of the task, indicating that they play a role in controlling behaviour. A study 

found that optogenetic stimulations of mPFC overall had no behavioural significance, while 

stimulating the DRN projections of the mPFC resulted in initiation of behaviour in a 

challenging task (Warden et al., 2012). 

The double projection population was mostly related to signals carrying probabilities of 

obtaining reward in the risk arm, something that was observed less profoundly in both of the 

single projection populations as well. The projections might therefore be closely related to 

signalling the probability related to obtaining reward in an uncertain environment. These 

signals could also carry the preference for choice but since the finding was asymmetric, 

probability of obtaining reward is a more likely explanation. As discussed above, these 

signals are crucial for implementing a long-term beneficial strategy.  

Our finding, that these signals are forwarded to the midbrain dopaminergic and serotonergic 

areas, implies that the PrL does indeed play an active role in controlling behavioural 

strategies. What the exact mechanisms of these controls are would be a very important 

insight. Unfortunately, it is not clear at this time, what kind of neurons these are – excitatory 

or inhibitory. Furthermore, we do not know what kind of cells they target. A study on 

anesthetized rats showed that a high stimulation frequency of the mPFC led to inhibition of 

serotonergic neurons in the DRN (Srejic et al., 2015). This effect was partly reversed with 

administration of a blocker of gamma-aminobutyric (GABA) A receptor and an antagonist of 

the 5-HT(1A) receptor (Celada et al., 2001) indicating, that the possible targets of projections 

are 5-HT neurons (that release 5-HT which inhibits the same and other DRN neurons) and 

GABA releasing neurons. Inhibiting 5-HT output of the DRN could result in increased 

impulsivity. We found that a significant portion of the mPFC projections to the DRN carry 

reward related signals in the period late after the reward presentation. This could mean that 

the projections that carry late reward signals inhibit the DRN and generally stimulate 

impulsive reactions- which is not something we observed. On the other hand, activity at the 

5-HT(1A) receptors has been shown to led to dopamine stimulation. Cells carrying reward 

contingency information could therefore indirectly stimulate dopaminergic neurons. 

Around one third of the excitatory projections of the mPFC to the VTA synapse in GABA-

ergic neurons and about another third target dopaminergic neurons and interestingly these are 

not neurons that project further to the nucleus accumbens (Carr and Suseck, 2000). It is 

known that the mesostriatal VTA cells carry reward contingencies but it seems that this 

information is not being forwarded from the mPFC directly. One option would be, that the 

signals related to contingencies of rewards are a result of an indirect connection of the mPFC 

via DRN. Stimulation of 5-HT(1A) receptors lead to linearly proportional stimulation of 

dopamine release that is tightly controlled by the local GABA-ergic network of neurons. 



Conclusion 

Suboptimal decision making, that is a hallmark of many psychiatric disorders, can be 

understood in terms of malfunctions in the dynamics and cooperation of distinct neural 

circuits. The DLPFC and ACC in humans constitute a cognitive control network that is 

responsible for monitoring and adapting behaviour strategies, inhibition of thoughts and 

behaviour, and cognitive flexibility. The prelimbic part of the prefrontal cortex in rats is a 

candidate for a functional and anatomical homologue to the human DLPFC and ACC. The 

aim of this project was to link the data acquired from animals doing an uncertainty based 

decision task to behavioural and cognitive models using advanced statistical methods with an 

attempt to better understand the role of the prefrontal cortex in dealing with complex and 

dynamic environments. 

We used data recorded with tetrodes from the PrL in four rats while the rats where moving 

along a Y-maze and deciding between an arm where they receive a small reward for certain 

and an arm where they receive a bigger reward with different probabilities. We used a custom 

reinforcement learning algorithm to model the probability of the rat to choose one arm or the 

other. The model outperformed the classical logistic regression model, that is normally used 

in explaining and predicting binary data, a finding that further strengthens the idea of using 

reinforcement learning frameworks in studying decision making in neurobiology. By 

modelling the learning rate of the rats in each session we discovered that the rats have 

developed a behavioural strategy that pays off in the long run instead of giving more 

importance to immediate positive or negative outcomes.  

Linking recordings to behavioural variables we found that the PrL is involved in storing the 

representations of alternative options by tonically increasing the activity related to choice and 

reward after the animal made its choice and the outcome was revealed. Additionally, we 

show, that the cells in the PrL correlate their firing rates with the probability to go to one or 

the other arm, a feature that is crucial in maintaining long-term beneficial strategies. This 

supports the idea, that the PrL in rats and the DLPFC in humans have functional homologies, 

namely, that they are indeed co-responsible for representing various aspects of the 

environment and maintaining specific behavioural strategies. 

On the other hand, we found little support for PrL harbouring RPE signals, which is in line 

with some recent research but goes against the idea, that the area shares functional 

similarities with the human ACC. This could be due to the observation, that only a small 

number of cells in the ACC have actually been found to carry RPE signals. There might also 

be a degree of further functional specialisation of these areas. The task we used did not 

require for the animal to give that much credit to the RPE signals, since they have been 

trained in the probabilities involved. To address this dilemma, further studies are needed, 

where the rats would be forced to stick to exploitative behaviour longer and give more 

importance to immediate rewards or punishments. 

We used data from optogenetic stimulations to define neurons projecting from the medial 

prefrontal cortex to the DRN and VTA, the midbrain sources of DA and 5-HT that have been 

shown to play an important role in impulsiveness, inhibition and reward processing in 

general. We show that a relatively large subpopulation of cells that project both to the DRN 

and the VTA carry signals related to the probability of reward, which is crucial information in 

a long term beneficial strategy. Furthermore, a large proportion of the DRN projections carry 



reward related signals, a finding that could suggest that the mPFC is able to promote more 

impulsive strategies as well as long term beneficial ones. This suggestion needs to be taken 

lightly since the number of projection neurons was relatively low and since the collaboration 

of the serotonergic and dopaminergic systems is highly intricate. Nevertheless, our study 

implicates, that the mPFC does indeed play a major role in controlling behaviour in complex 

tasks and that it might do so at least partly through manipulating the dopaminergic and 

serotonergic systems. 
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Appendixes 

  



Appendix 1: Experimental procedures 

The surgeries, behavioural training, recordings and stimulations were done by the co-

supervisor of the project. 

We recorded the neural activity from four male Long Evans rats. Between experiments, the 

animals were kept individually in Plexiglas cages (42x27x30), where they had access to water 

and food. The cages were maintained under a 12h light/dark cycle with all experiments 

occurring in the light phase. Prior to each experiment, the rats were food deprived to 85% of 

their ad libitum weight. All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with 

regulations of the Austrian ministry of Science and the Medical University of Vienna. 

Neurophysiology 

The activity of the cells was recorded with 15 independently moveable gold plated tetrodes, 

made out of four twisted tungsten microwires (12.7 μm inner diameter, California Fine Wire 

Company). Tetrodes were lowered into the PrL and moved before each recording day in 

order to record from new units. Unit signals were pre-amplified with a headstage (HS-132A, 

2 x 32 channels, Axona Ltd), and amplified 1000X via a 64-channel amplifier. A 64-channel 

converter computer card (Axona Ltd) was used to digitize at 24kHZ at 16 bit resolution. The 

signal was then downsampled offline to 20kHz. To obtain single units, the signal was band-

filtered (0.8 – 5 kHz) and spikes were defined by detecting signal amplitudes bigger than 5 

SD above the mean. Each potential spike was sampled with 32 data points and a principal 

component analysis was used to extract the first three components of the spike waveform. 

KlustaKwik automatic clustering software (http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/) was used to 

detect spike waveforms from putative neurons. The clusters obtained were then manually 

verified according to the spike shape, the modulation of amplitude across the four channels 

and the temporal autocorrelation with the Klusters software (Hazan, Zugaro, Buzsáki, 

NeuroScope, & NDManager, 2006). 

Implanting optic fibers and virus injection 

Directly before implanting the 3De-printed customised microdrives on the rats, an adeno-

associated virus expressing channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2) attached to an enhanced yellow 

flourescent protein (ChR2-eYFP) under the control of a neuron-specific promoter was 

injected into the PlC. In addition to the tetrodes, 2 plastic tubes were also integrated into the 

microdrive to enable placement of optic fibres (200 μm core diameter, 0.37 NA, Thorlabs 

GmbH) in DRN and VTA. Animals were given at least 7 days recovery time after the 

operation and another 3-4 weeks to allow the expression of the ChR2.  

  

http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/


Appendix 2: Extended summary in Slovene language 

Vloga medialnega prefrontalnega korteksa pri odločanju v negotovih razmerah pri 

podganah 

Uvod 

Ljudje živimo v izjemno kompleksnem svetu, v katerem se moramo vsak dan truditi, da 

nismo lačni in po možnosti celo zadovoljni. Če bi spremljali manevriranje naključne osebe 

skozi to spremenljivo okolje, bi jo lahko večkrat zalotili, kako se znajde na razpotju. Problem 

manevriranja bi lahko formulirali kot problem odločanja te osebe za eno od možnosti v temu 

razpotju. Čeprav je veliko primerov, kjer bi bil takšen opis vedenja popolnoma neprimeren, 

jih je vseeno kar nekaj, kjer je opis vedenja kot proces odločanja dovolj natančen, da je lahko 

koristen. Skozi okvir odločanja lahko po eni strani formuliramo probleme na individualni 

ravni, kot je recimo dilema, ki nastane, ko želi človek pokaditi cigareto, čeprav se zaveda, da 

mu na dolgi rok škodi. Po drugi strani pa lahko naslavljamo tudi vprašanja vezana na 

skupimo, kot je recimo referendum, ki odloča o tem ali naj država zapusti politično 

ekonomsko unijo z ostalimi državami, čeprav ob temu nastanejo ogromni ekonomski 

primanjkljaji. Odločitveni problemi so torej uporabna platforma za reševanje širokega spektra 

vprašanj iz različnih znanstvenih disciplin; od politične znanosti, filozofije, psihologije in 

ekonomije, pa do problemov v računalništvu, matematiki in nevroznanosti. Modeli in teorije 

iz teh različnih disciplin se lahko med seboj oplajajo in dopolnjujejo. 

Poleg močnih metodoloških in teoretičnih orodij, ki so na voljo, pa je problem opisovanja 

človeka, ki se odloča za cigareto, še vedno neznansko kompleksnem problem, ki zajema ne le 

človekovo psihološko in biološko ozadje, temveč tudi družbeni kontekst in okolje v katerem 

je. Vsak od nas je na dnevni ravni soočen z mnogimi podobno težkimi odločitvami, ki lahko 

privedejo do slabšega zdravja, slabšega socialno-ekonomskega statusa, bolezni, smrti ali do 

jezne soproge. Krmiljenje skozi tisoče takšnih odločitev na dan, v upanju na dolgo in 

izpopolnjujoče življenje, je precej zahtevno. Zato ni čudno, da imamo ljudje težave v 

vsakdanjem življenju. Te težave se še stopnjujejo pri ljudeh s psihiatričnimi boleznimi (Lee, 

2013). Ljudje z depresijo imajo težave s procesiranjem nagrad. Ljudje, diagnosticirani s 

shizofrenijo, imajo težave s prilagajanjem na spremembe v okolju. Odvisniki so nagnjeni k 

bolj tveganim odločitvam in so po navadi preveč impulzivni. Slabe odločitve pri ljudeh z 

motnjami duševnega zdravja lahko privedejo do slabšanja simptomov, ponovne 

hospitalizacije, slabih prehrambnih navad, šibkih socialnih vezi in celo do samomorov in 

umorov. (Caceda, 2014). Raziskave v nevroznanosti in psihologiji so nas naučile, da je 

odločanje proces, v katerega je vpletenih več med seboj povezanih nevralnih sistemov (Lee in 

sod., 2012). Pogosto se zgodi, da je oslabljena sposobnost odločanja posledica deficitov v teh 

nevralnih mehanizmih. Kljub temu, pa diagnoza in posledično zdravljenje duševnih bolezni 

temelji predvsem na grupiranju simptomov (Sharp in sod., 2012). Eden od vzrokov za to je 

morda raba psihotropnih zdravil, ki delujejo presenetljivo dobro, glede na to, da zelo slabo 

razumemo zakaj. Zdi se, kot da je ogromna razlagalna vrzel med molekularnim in 

fenomenoloških. Naše razumevanje in zdravljenje mentalnih bolezni temelji na povezovanju 

aktivnosti okoli specifičnih receptorjev s kompleksnimi vedenjskimi vzorci, pri čemer 

ignoriramo več slojev mehanizmov, ki ležijo vmes. Razkrivanje teh vmesnih mehanizmov 

odpira nove možnosti, za razvoj konceptualnih ogrodij, ki bi omogočile bolj usmerjene 

farmakološke terapije (Montague et al., 2012). 



Ekonomske teorije odločanja 

Za to, da sploh lahko začnemo raziskovati odločanje v možganih, rabimo teoretični okvir 

odločitvenih problemov. Iz ekonomije in psihologije vidimo, da imamo dve večji skupini 

odločitvenih modelov - normativni in deskriptivni. Z neoklasično revolucijo v ekonomiji so 

normativni modeli, ki temeljijo na preprostih predpostavkah, zmenjali klasične ekonomske 

modele, ki so sloneli predvsem na psiholoških uvidih. (Glimcher in sod., 2009). V središču 

teh teoretičnih ogrodij leži teorija pričakovane koristnosti (angl. Expected Utility Theory (von 

Neumann & Morgenstern, 1944)), ki pripiše vsaki možni izbiri pričakovano koristnost (angl. 

expected utility) in definira dejanje izbire kot maksimiziranje koristnosti bodočih izbir. 

Vrednostna teorija in sorodne normativne aksiomatične teorije so bile na eni strani osnova za 

razvoj konceptov, ki so bili ključni pri napovedovanju globalnih sprememb na trgu, glede na 

spremembe ekonomske politike (Glimcher in sod., 2009), na drugi pa se je izkazalo, da se 

napovedi modelov teh teorij velikokrat izkažejo za napačne. Aksiomi teh teorij slonijo 

predvsem na predpostavki, da se posameznik v vsakem trenutku odloča racionalno in da je 

zmožen računskih procesov za modeli. Na primer, v teoriji pričakovane koristnosti imata 

možnost, ki zagotovi nagrado in možnost, ki prinese dvakrat večjo nagrado s polovično 

verjetnostjo, enako koristnost. Odločevalec, ki nagrade tako dojema ima nevtralen odnos do 

tveganja. Eksperimenti v psihologiji so pokazali, da imajo ljudje raje gotovo možnost, kadar 

gre za nagrade in tvegano možnost kadar gre za izgube. To je le eden od mnogih kognitivnih 

tunelov, ki sta jih predstavila Kahneman in Tversky (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979), 

utemeljitelja vedenjske ekonomije, znotraj katere sta skušala izboljšati normativne 

ekonomske modele z modeliranjem omejitev in mej teh modelov. 

Vzpodbujevalno učenje 

Oba zgoraj opisana konceptualna pristopa sta ključna v nevrobiološkem raziskovanju 

odločanja, vendar pa v večini spregledata pomemben aspekt odločevalnega procesa, in sicer, 

kakšna je vloga učenja. Še posebej kadar je okolje nesigurno in dinamično, je pomembno, da 

akter sproti prilagaja svoje ocene in pričakovanja izidov glede na trenutne rezultate svojih 

odločitev. Teorija vzpodbujevalnega učenja, ki sta jo utemeljila Sutton in Barto (Sutton & 

Barto, 1998), opisuje kako izkušnje spreminjajo subjektivne vrednosti nagrad in kako te 

spremenjene vrednosti vplivajo na nadaljnje izbire. Vedenjski in kognitivni modeli, ki 

izhajajo iz te teorije, so zato v nevrobiologiji široma uporabljeni pri naslavljanju vprašanj kot 

so, kako se odločevalec uči o vseh možnih odločitvah, kako se formirajo preference, kje v 

možganih se to dogaja in kakšni so nevralni mehanizmi za temi procesi. V osnovi gre pri 

modelih vzpodbujevalnega učenja za modeliranje vrednosti odločitev (angl. action values) v 

določenem stanju, ki se na vsakem koraku posodabljajo glede na napako napovedi nagrade 

(angl. reward prediction error), ki je razlika med dobljeno nagrado in pričakovanim izidom. 

Cilj modelov vzpodbujevalnega učenja je, podobno kot pri teoriji pričakovane koristnosti, da 

povečujejo pridobljene nagrade na dolgi rok. Vrednost odločitve in pričakovana koristnost v 

teoriji pričakovane koristnosti sta si podobni v temu, da ocenjujeta prihajajočo nagrado, s 

ključno razliko, da modeli v teoriji vzpodbujevalnega učenja predpostavljajo, da akter ne 

more vedeti vsega o okolju in zato modelirajo le empirično oceno potencialnih bodočih 

nagrad. 

Odločanje, nagrada in možgani 

Koristnosti, vrednosti odločitev in vrednost izbrane odločitve in napaka napovedi nagrade so 

osrednji koncepti v ekonomskih teorijah in teorijah vzpodbujevalnega učenja, ki zajamejo 

širok nabor aspektov ključnih za odločitvene procese: ocenjevanje alternativnih izbir, proces 



izbiranja primerne akcije in integracija povratne informacije. Torej je smotrno pričakovati, da 

bojo možganska območja, vpletena v odločitvene procese, odražala aktivnost, povezano s 

temi koncepti. 

Dopamine in napaka napovedi nagrade 

Napaka napovedi nagrade (RPE) je razlika med pričakovanim in dejanskim izidom. Iz 

raziskav je znano, da so RPE signali odraženi v dopaminergičnih (DA) srednje možganskih 

nevronih (Schultz, 1998). DA celice ležijo v ventralnem tegmentalnem jedru in v črni 

substanci, ter komunicirajo z podkortikalnimi in kortikalnimi strukturami skozi direktne in 

indirektne projekcije. 

Ideja, da je DA povezan z procesiranjem nagrade se je rodila v sredi 1980ih let, iz opažanj, da 

so antipsihotična zdravila, ki blokirajo DA receptorje, pogosto imela anhedonične stranske 

učinke. Anhedonije pomeni zmanjšano možnost dojemanja užitka. Kasnejše raziskave so 

pokazale, da DA ni »valuta za užitek« temveč se srednje možganski nevroni sprožajo 

predvsem linearno z RPE. Poleg tega, je več kot tretjina DA nevronov korelirala tudi s 

tveganjem vezanim na določeno nagrado, kar pomeni, da DA ni pomemben le za 

signaliziranje RPE signalov, temveč igra ključno vlogo tudi pri motivaciji vedenja (Boreau in 

Dayan, 2011). 

Kaj pa se zgodi pri averzivnih držljajih? Izkazalo se je, da igra DA svoj del tudi pri 

kaznovanju in odklonilnih dražljajih, kar se vidi kot tonična inhibicija DA nevronov ob 

averzivnemu dražljaju (Schultz, 2015). To lahko pomeni, da DA sistem v celoti implementira 

RPE, vendar je vprašljivo, če lahko počasnejši inhibitorni odziv razloži hitro učenje pri 

negativnih izkušnjah. 

Vloga serotonina pri procesiranju nagrade 

Dew in sod. (2002) so predlagali, da igra serotonin (5-HT) dopaminu nasprotujočo si vlogo. 

V njihovi raziskavi so pokazali fazično aktivnost 5-HT nevronov povezano z negativno RPE, 

kjer je pričakovana nagrada manjša od dobljene, ter tonično aktivnost povezano z vrednostjo 

nagrade. Poleg tega so nižje koncentracije 5-HT povezane z impulzivnim vedenjem, kar 

pomeni, da 5-HT igra pomembno vlogo pri inhibiciji vedenja. To postavi 5-HT na nasprotno 

stran DA vzdolž dveh dimenzij: nagrada proti kazni ter inhibicija vedenja  proti iniciaciji 

vedenja. Čeprav je teza o nasprotujočih si vlogah DA in 5-HT elegantna in zato privlačna, se 

je izkazalo, da je slika interakcije med njima precej bolj kompleksna. 

Serotoninski sistem se sestoji predvsem iz nevronov v dorsalnih in medialnih jedrih rafe, ki 

projecirajo v subkortkalne in kortikalne možganske strukture, ter v dopaminergična srednje 

možganska jedra. 5-HT ima več kot 14 različnih tipov receptorjev, kar razloži njegovo 

vpletenost v širok spekter vedenj in počutij. Poleg pri procesiranju nagrade in inhibicije 

vedenja, igra vlogo tudi pri agresivnem vedenju, psihomotorični inhibiciji, halucinacijah, 

motnjah hranjenja, pri pozornosti ter počutju (Daw in sod. 2002). Vloga 5-HT v vseh teh 

procesih je zelo kompleksna. Lep primer tega je dejstvo, da zdravila, ki preprečujejo vrnitev 

5-HT nazaj v celice, kažejo učinek na počutju šele tedne po začetku medikamentacije, čeprav 

se koncentracija 5-HT poveča takoj. Zato ne preseneča ugotovitev, da je vloga 5-HT pri 

procesiranju nagrade prav tako precej bolj kompleksna kot se je zdelo na prvi pogled. V neki 

študiji so snemali posamezne celice v črni substanci in dorsalnih jedrih rafe in potrdili, da 

nevroni v črni substanci res kodirajo RPE, medtem ko so nevroni dorsalnih jader rafe 



povečali svojo aktivnost ne samo ob dobljeni, temveč tudi ob pričakovani nagradi (Nakamura 

in sod., 2008). Za nas ključni prispevek 5-HT pa je tudi v ohranjanju vedenjskih vzorcev, ki 

povečujejo dobiček na dolgi rok. Znižanje koncentracije 5-HT pri podganah je povzročilo, da 

so bolj pogosto izbirale trenutno nagrado, medtem ko so povečane koncentracije omogočile 

razvoj bolj dolgoročne strategije (Kranz in sod., 2012). Točnih mehanizmov za delovanjem 

5-HT pri inhibiciji vedenja ne poznamo, raziskave pa namigujejo, da deluje serotoninski 

sistem v veliki meri kot modulator dopaminergičnega sistema. Pri lezijah jeder rafe, se 

poveča koncentracija DA v nukleus akumbensu. Receptorji 5-HT(2C) po navadi tonično 

inhibirajo izpust DA. Na drugi strani pa receptorji 5-HT(2A) in 5-HT(1A) stimulirajo izpust 

DA (Boureau in Dayan, 2011). 

Dokazov, da dopaminergični sistem modulira serotoninskega, praktično ni, kar kaže na 

asimetrično sodelovanje eh dveh sistemov, kjer 5-HT nadzira in uglašuje delovanje DA 

sistema. 

Nevralne reprezentacije odločitvenih spremenljivk 

Dopaminergična in serotoninska srednje možganska jedra projecirajo v striatum in 

prefrontalni korteks. Signali, povezani z RPE, so bili najdeni tako v striatumu, kot v orbito 

frontalnem korteksu (OFK) in v anteriornem cingulumu (AC, Lee in sod., 2012). To kaže na 

to, da je implementacija RPE distribuirana skozi večjo nevronsko mrežo. 

Podobno je s signali, povezanimi z vrednostjo odločitev in vrednostjo izbrane odločitve, ki so 

bili prav tako najdeni v mnogih kortikalnih in subkortikalnih strukturah. Kadar gre za 

diferenciacijo med različnimi možnostmi, ki so vezane na različne lokacije, se pojavijo 

signali v posteriornem parietalnem korteksu (Platt in Glimcher, 1999), v dorsolateralnem 

korteksu (DLPFK), medialnem prefrontalnem korteksu (mPFK), striatumu in v premotorični 

skorji (Barraclough in sod., 2004; Kim in sod., 2008). Nevroni v OFK na drugi strani, pa ne 

razlikujejo med lokacijami nagrad, temveč reprezentirajo dejanske nagrade (Padao-Schioppa 

in Assad, 2006) ter signali za izbrano nagrado. Le-ti se pojavijo tudi v DLPFK, a rahlo 

kasneje, kar kaže na to, da je dobi DLPFK informacije iz OFK in jih integrira v reprezentacije 

različnih možnosti. Trenutna hipoteza je, da se vrednosti posameznih nagrad shranjujejo v 

povezavah med striatumom in OFK in posodabljajo skozi dopaminergične in serotoninske 

RPE signale iz srednje možganskih jeder. RPE signali so bili sicer najdeni tudi v AC, vendar 

je to bolj verjetno, zaradi vloge AC pri nadzorovanju vedenja in prilagajanju vedenjskih 

strategij (Wallis in Rich, 2011).  

Mehanizem kognitivnega nadzora 

AC in DLPFK sta del širše nevralne mreže, ki je odgovorna za nadzorne funkcije, kot so 

menjanje strategij, inhibicija misli in vedenja, spremljanje napak ter prilagajanje vedenja 

(Cole in Schneider, 2007). Ljudje z lezijami in drugimi okvarami možganskih struktur se 

večkrat odločajo slabše. Iowa gambling test je najbolj pogost test za oceno sposobnosti 

odločanja v kliničnih kontekstih (de Visser in sod., 2011). Test posnema realne odločitvene 

procese, ki temeljijo na nagradah, negotovosti nagrad ter tveganjem. Zdravi subjekti se 

naučijo preferirati manjše nagrade z boljšim izkupičkom na dolgi rok, med tem ko se ljudje z 

okvarami DLPFK-ja in AC-ja preferirajo tvegane poteze, ljudje z lezijami ventromedialnega 

prefrontalnega korteksa (VMPFK) in odvisniki ne razvijejo dolgoročno dobičkonosnih 

strategij in ljudje, ki so anksiozni, se odločajo naključno (Bechara, 2005). Bechara je 

predlagal, da je uspešno reševanje testa odvisno od uravnoteženega sodelovanja med 

različnimi nevralnimi mehanizmi. VMPFK naj bi sprožil afektivna stanja na podlagi 



hipotetičnih ali dejanskih dogodkov, ki služijo kot »afektivna obljuba« da se splača počakati. 

DLPFC in AC pa naj bi igrala vlogo inhibicije misli in vedenja, ter s tem izraža nadzor nad 

impulzivnim sistemom, ki temelji na delovanju amigdale. Boljše poznavanje nevralnih 

mehanizmov tega nadzornega sistema bi odprlo nove možnosti za farmakološke terapije. 

Raziskovanje na živalih pri temu pomaga ne le zaradi možnosti bolj invazivnih in natančnih 

metod snemanja možganskih aktivnosti, ampak tudi zaradi lažjega kontroliranja genetskih 

faktorjev in okolja. 

Vloga mPFK pri odločanju v negotovih razmerah pri podganah 

O vlogi frontalih kortikalnih struktur podgan vemo manj kot pri ljudeh in ostalih primatih. 

Raziskave sicer potrjujejo, da je OFK pri podganah prav tako vpleten v reprezentiranje 

nagrad (Wallis in Rich, 2011), ker pa so možgani podgan precej drugačni od človeških, se tu 

direktne podobnosti končajo. V iskanju prefrontalnega korteksa pri podganah je Uylings s 

sodelavci (2003) naredil študijo, kjer je primerjal človeške in podganje frontalne dele 

možganov glede na poveznost z ostalimi področji, glede na to, katere nevrotransmiterje 

izražajo, ter glede na funkcionalnost, ter ugotovil, da je prelimbični del mPFK pri podganah 

(PrL) podoben AC in DLPFK pri ljudeh, infra limbični del (IL) pa VMPFK pri ljudeh. Mi 

smo raziskovali vpletenost PrL pri podganah v odločanju v negotovih razmerah, z namenom, 

da bi bolje razumeli specifičnosti nevralnih mehanizmov kognitivnega nadzora. Zanimalo nas 

je, ali PrL res igra vlogo pri spremljanju in adaptaciji vedenja. Pričakovali smo, da bomo 

našli signale povezane z različnimi aspekti vseh opcij, ki so na voljo, ter da bomo našli celice, 

ki z nevralno aktivnostjo razlikujejo med možnostmi. Poleg tega smo pričakovali, da bomo 

našli RPE signale, kar bi potrdilo, da si PrL pri podganah in AC delita funkcijske značilnosti. 

DLPFK pri ljudeh in PrL pri podganah sta, kolikor vemo, edini strukturi v prefrontalnem 

korteksu, ki projecirata tako v dorsalna jedra rafe, kot v ventralno tegmentalno jedro 

(Uylings, 2003, Vertes, 2004). Da bi bolje razumeli, kakšne informacije se pretakajo po teh 

povezavah smo uporabili optogenetične podatke, in definirali celice, ki projecirajo iz mPFK v 

ti dve srednje možganski jedri. 

Cilji 

So-mentor naloge je vsadil tetrode ter optična vlakna v štiri podgane. Nevralna aktivnost je 

bila snemana, medtem ko so podgane opravljale nalogo, ki je podobna Iowa gamble task. 

Prvi cilj projekta je bil razviti vedenjski model, ki bi dovolj dobro simuliral notranji 

mehanizem odločanja. Model je moral dovolj dobro razložiti vedenje in vpeljati notranje 

spremenljivke, ki bi jih lahko povezalo z podatki o aktivnosti celic. 

Nato smo želeli identificirati nevrone, ki projecirajo, glede na odzive snemanih celic na 

optogenetično stimulacijo z modro svetlobo. 

Da bi lažje pregledali pridobljene podatke, smo razvili vizualizacijske metode, ki so nam 

omogočile bolj usmerjeno pregledovanje aktivnosti celic.  

Glavni cilj projekta je bil uporaba unikatnih statističnih modelov za povezovanje rezultatov 

optogenetike in posnete aktivnosti celic z vedenjskim modelom, z namenom, da osvetlimo 

intrinzične mehanizme s katerimi PrL prispeva k uspešnemu odločanju v negotovih razmerah. 



Rezultati in razprava 

Posneli smo aktivnost 1006 celic pri štirih podganah v 45 vedenjskih seansah, kjer so 

podgane izbirale med malo gotovo nagrado in večjo nagrado, ki so jo dobilo z mero 

negotovosti. Ta verjetnost je bila 12.5% v bloku visokega rizika, 25% v bloku poštenega 

rizika in 75% v bloku nizkega rizika. Vsak blok je imel 40 do 50 tekov od začetne do končne 

roke v labirintu, ki je bil v obliki črke »Y«. Uporabili smo model vzpodbujevalnega učenja, s 

katerim smo modelirali subjektivno verjetnost podgane, da se odloči za eno ali drugo 

možnost. Modeli vzpodbujevalnega učenja delujejo tako, da skozi metodo največjega verjetja 

ocenijo parameter učenja in parameter inverzne temperature, ki izraža kako naključno ali 

načrtno je vedenje akterja. V našem primeru je bil parameter učenja relativno nizek, kar 

pomeni, da so dajale podgane manj poudarka zadnjemu izidi in so uporabljale bolj 

dolgoročne strategije. 

Našli smo signale povezane z nagrado in odločitvijo podgane, ki so se v veliki meri časovno 

uskladili, kar pomeni da PrL nosi vse potrebne signale za reprezentacije možnosti, ki so na 

voljo. Naši rezultati ne podpirajo ideje, da so RPE signali izraženi v PrL, kar je v skladu z 

nedavno literature, a proti ideji, da sta si PrL in AC pri ljudeh funkcionalno podobna. Velik 

del PrL celic je imel aktivnost, ki je linearno korelirala z verjetnostjo izbire, kar kaže na 

vlogo PrL pri implementiranju dolgoročno dobičkonosnih vedenjskih strategij. 

Z zbranimi optogenetičnimi podatki smo lahko identificirali 72 nevronov, ki projecirajo iz 

mPFK v srednje možgane. Od tega jih je 21 projeciralo samo v ventralno tegmentalno jedro, 

44 samo v jedro rafe in 7 v obe jedri skupaj. Velik del teh nevronov je koreliral svojo 

aktivnost z nekaterimi aspekti odločevalnega procesa. Večina, še posebej pa dvojne 

projekcije, so bile med celicami, ki korelirajo z verjetnostjo. PrL torej lahko prispeva h 

kognitivnemu nadzoru preko nadzorovanja dopaminergičnih in serotoninskih srednje 

možganskih jeder. 

Zaključek 

Neoptimalno odločanje je osrednji problem marsikatere duševne bolezni. Veliko od teh 

problemov nastane zaradi okvar v nadzornem sistemu možganov. DLPFK in AC pri ljudeh 

sta ključni strukturi v nevralni mreži odgovorni za nadzorne funkcije in mPFK pri podganah 

velja za njun anatomski in funkcijski homolog. Glavni cilj magistrskega dela je bil razviti 

vedenjski model, definirati projekcijske nevrone ter povezati rezultate z izmerjeno 

aktivnostjo celic v PrL, z namenom, da se bolje osvetli podrobnosti bioloških mehanizmov 

kognitivnega nadzora. Naši rezultati podpirajo idejo, da igra PrL pomembno vlogo pri 

ohranjanju dolgoročno dobičkonosnih strategij in namigujejo, da je to vsaj deloma doseženo 

skozi manipulacijo srednje možganskih dopaminergičnih in serotoninskih jeder. 
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